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COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITIES IN CONFERENCE
By the Principal,

The seventh Quinquennial Congress of the Universities of the British Commonwealth was held in Cambridge
from 13th to 18th Ju!y, of this year. The first Congress
was held in 1912, and out of it grew the Universities
Bureau of the British Empire as a centre of information
for the universities of all British countries, and for communication between them at regular intervals. For this
purpose the policy of holding conferences regularly every
five years was decided upon, and this has been done except
when war has dislocated the time-table. The second Congress was held at Oxford in 1921, the third at Cambridge, 1926, the fourth at Edinburgh, 1931, and the fifth
at Cambridge in 1936.
After the interruption of the war 1939-45 the Sixth
Congress was held at Oxford in 1948, and the name of the
organisation was changed to the Association of Universities of the British Commonwealth. The Council of the
Association was responsible for organizing the recent Congress at Cambridge, and the success of the conference was
largely due to the efficient organisation and planning done
by Dr. J. F. Foster, and the able team that assists him in the
office at 5 Cordon Square, London, W.C.l. This centre of
information and practical help should never be overlooked
by academic visitors to England.
The Seventh Congress was preceded, as is the usual
practice, by a meeting of principals and vice-chancellors of
the Commonwealth Universities. This was held at Durham
from 6th to lOth July, most of the visitors being very comfortably accommodated in the new women's hall of residence, St. Mary's College. In spite of the cost of war, of
long austerity, and of some present fi~ancial strin~ency, it
is worth noting that Durham has contmued to bwld nobly
in stone. The new Chemistry building in which the sessions
were held at Durham is another example of this determination to maintain pre-war university standards.
The business at Durham was to some extent in preparation for the Congress at Cambridge the following week.
The assembled vice-chancellors and principals agreed to
recommend some changes in the articles of association of the
A. U .B. C ., which had become necessary with the passage of
time. They also agreed, though not quite so readil y, to
recommend a substantial increase in the membership fee of
the Association; for the Association has not been able to
escape the effects of inHation any better than other
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organizations. The meeting at Durham also reaffirmed its
belief in the value of academic mobility within the Commonwealth for the various member universities; the results of schemes already in operation was assessed, and
ways of promoting movement between universities were
discussed. There was unanimous agreement that member
universities should try to enable staff members to transfer
their superannuation rights in full when moving to another post. It was realised that there were practical difficulties, but the principle was cordially approved. It was
also pointed out that academic movement at present was
mainly between the Dominions and Britain; (including
Europe), which was natural and beneficial. Stress was put,
however, on the desirability of academic movement between the Dominions themselves, and the value of
encouraging it. The Dominion universities also recognised
that so far Britain, through the British Council and private
foundations, had provided almost all the money for such
academic movement and that it was high time that they
began to provide their quota towards it .. Considerable time
was given at Durham to discussing the needs of the new
colonial universities such as Malaya and Hong Kong, and
also the new university colleges such as Khartoum, Gold
Coast, Ibadan, and Makerere, and the way in which their
development could be assisted by other members of the
Association.
A feature of both of the meetings at Durham and
Cambridge was the presence of a group of ten representatives of the American Association of Universities. Their
presence was concrete evidence of the growing academic
co-operation throughout the world. These representatives
were present at the invitation of the Council of the
Association. After domestic business was finished at Durham they actively participated in a discussion on the
dangers of government aid to Universities. It was clear
that American universities as a whole were much more
suspicious of government assistance being a Trojan horse
to undermine their independence than are Commonwealth
universities. In Britain, in particular, while no-one blinks
the fact that the danger exists, the machinery of the
University Grants Committee has enabled universities to
combine a desirable degree of academic freedom with the
social aim of meeting community needs. Serious friction
has been avoided because there is mutual understanding
and appreciation; the universities realize that it is their
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function to serve national needs, the governments concede that within a broad general framework of policy
universities should be given the maximum autonomy. It
was clear also that American presidents were much more
concerned about the political views and affiliations of members of their staff than was the case in Commonwealth
countries. However they impressed their Commonwealth
colleagues by their competence and courage, and made me
feel that they could cope with outside pressures and would
not succumb to popular hysteria.
Apart from the subjects mentioned above the Congress
at Cambridge discussed "Administration and Academic
Duties," "Higher Technological Education," "Admission
and Selection of Students," and 'The Subjects best fitted to
fulfil the role previously held by the Classics." The latter
topic was enlivened by a twenty-minute tour de force by
Mr. James, Vice-Chancellor of Southampton (and formerly Professor of English at Bristol), who entertained
the 400 odd delegates with the most witty and brilliant
discourse of the whole meeting, in which he "guyed" his
colleagues and took to pieces the pretensions of those who
sought to step into the shoes of the Classicists.
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The proceedings at Durham and Cambridge were
diversified by the usual formal congregations for conferring _
honorary degrees, banquets, and other social functions.
Among these an excursion from Durham to the excavations
of the old Roman camp at Corbridge (Corstopitum ) , where
Professor Richmond explained the work in progress, was
one of my most pleasant experiences; another was dinner
in Trinity College, Cambridge, with the College choristers
singing part-songs in the gallery. But · perhaps my most
triumphant recollection was showing Cambridge students
on a Sunday afternoon how a punt should be propelled
from the Mill to Grandchester from the right ( Oxford)
end of the punt! Each of us will no doubt have his own
particular pleasant memories of his week in Cambridge,
but all I imagine will have enjoyed the fellowship of living
in College with other Commonwealth delegates and members of the College senior common room. During the last
year or so conditions of life in Britain have become much
easier and more pleasant, and all were agreed that the hospitality of our hosts at both Durham and Cambridge
showed that pre-war traditions are not frogotten.

THE FIRST TEN YEARS OF THE NUFFIELD FOUNDATION
(By the Chairman of the Nuffield Foundation, Australian Advisory Committee, Sir John Medley)
The Nuffield Foundation was established by Lord University of London but also an experimental reception
Nuffield in April, 1943, and the end of its first ten years centre in Kent for children in need of care; its .help for
seems an appropriate occasion to review the policies fol- industrial health included not only founding the first three
lowed and the grants made during this early period of the departments and professorships in Britain but also support
Foundation's existence. Such a review has just been pub- for the pioneer industrial health service on the Slough
Trading Estate.
lished by the Foundation in London.
Similarly in scientific research the Foundation's grants
The aims of the Foundation are in general terms to
promote good health and to prevent and cure sickness; to have ranged from radio astronomy and nuclear physics to
work towards general social well-being; to provide care a small grant to encourage the application of physics and
and comfort for the aged poor; to assist education. These chemistry to the preservation and restoration of works of
objects have been carried out by assistance given to medical art, and from ultramicroscopic work on molecules within
research and teaching, the development of health services, living cells to studies of animal behaviour, evolution in
the training of teachers of technical and commercial subjects moths and blood groupings as a guide to racial history.
By its fellowships and scholarships the Foundation has
and the provision of scholarships and prizes, and in other
trained doctors and scientists, but it has also enabled young
ways.
practical farmers and promising young British civil servants
The resources of the Foundation consist of the N uffield
Fund, shares in Morris Motors Ltd. handed over ·by Lord to travel and see the work of their opposite l)umbers in
countries overseas. Under other awards and grants the role
Nuffield in 1943 to the value to £10,000,000, and also
the Auxiliary Fund for which the trustees may accept of the legal profession in Canada is being studied, the practice of medicine and of education in British Africa have
gifts and bequests from others wishing to support the
been
investigated, and visits by leading lawyers to a conFoundation's work. Among these is the Oliver Bird Fund
provided for use in the prevention and cure of rheumatism. vention in Australia have been assisted.
It has always been the Foundation's wish that its reOver the ten years the Foundation's total income has sources should ultimately be used to advance knowledge,
been more than £5m., and its grants have totalled £4m. Its scholarship, and well-being throughout the British Compolicies in the United Kingdom can be grouped under five monwealth, but during the first years, while experience was
main headings-medical, biological, physical and social being gained, research grants were confined to the United
research, and the care of old people-and its grants there Kingdom. During that period the Foundation's activities in
total £3,161,500. A separate programme of training fellow- the overseas parts of the Commonwealth consisted in
ships and scholarships, costing £831,000 and covering the encouraging inter-university co-operation and in providing
whole Commonwealth, has led on to the Foundation's training fellowships and scholarships for students from
decision to begin makino- grants (of £216,000 so far) for overseas. To assist in the award of fellowships in this
projects in Commonweafth countries outside the United country, the Australian Advisory Committee was set up in
Kingdom.
1948. In the following year the Foundation felt that it
Except for the care of old people, most of_ the. ~ounda could now begin to venture on to direct support of research
tion's research grants have been made to umvers1t1es and outside the United Kingdom, and the Advisory Committee
similar institutions, at first only in the United Kingdom, was asked to recommend research projects deserving of
but more recently elsewhere in the Commonwealth as support, particularly in the field of biology in its widest
well. By no means all of these grants or of the Foundatio1~s sense. Including the endowment of a Nuffield research
fellowships and scholarships have been confined to acaden~uc chair of mechanical engineering at the New South Wales
subjects. Its programme of child health, for exa~pl~, m- University of Technology, a fund of £65,000 h as been made
eluded not only the endowment of the Nuffield chan m the available in Australia.
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In Australia as elsewhere the Foundation likes to select
for support the work of really first rate scholars and
scientists who are working in fields which are not likely
to gain ready support from other sources. For example,
assistance is at present being given to a project in t_!le
University of Western Australia concerned with the
physiology of marsupials-a field in which Australia offers
unique opportunity for research. A year or two ago the
Foundation made a grant to enable an Australian professor who had been invited to write a volume of "The
Oxford History of English Art," to enable him to visit
Europe to refresh his knowledge of art history there.
Although the Nuffield Foundation is a young body, it
has already taken its place amongst the large private funds
which play in the modern world the part which was previously played by the private patron of the arts and
sciences. There is already a growing number of people in
Australia whose intellectual achievements have been made
more fruitful, more enjoyable and more readily accessible
to other scholars through the Foundation's work.

Professor Bielenstein will be returning briefly to Sweden
during the long vacation to defend his doctoral thesis at
the University of Stockholm.

NEWS OF THE COLLEGE
T he College in New ·Quarters

Since the publication of the last issue of the Gazette
the transfer of the College from its burnt out quarters in
Melbourne Building to new temporary accommodation in
Turner has been completed. The academic staff, the
library, the administration and most"lecture rooms are now
housed in the former Turner Hostel. Work is still in
progress on the refectory and the junior common room.
Bedroom and study accommodation will soon be available for thirty-four men students and a Warden. Each
resident will have his own bedroom and will share a study
with one other student. It is not yet possible to accept
students because the kitchen and refectory are not in
operation.
Pennanent Site and Buildin gs

STAFF
Resignations

Dr. Y. S. Wei, who has been a part-time lecturer in
Chinese since 1951, has resigned his appointment at the
College upon being transferred by his government to the
Philippines.
Mrs. D. M. Beall, Assistant in the Student Records
Section, has resigned as she intends to make her home in
Brisbane.
Appointments
.
Mr. R. F. Brissenden, formerly temporary Assistant Lec-

turer in English, has been appointed temporary Lecturer
in English.
.
Lady Lindsay of Birker has been appomted part-time
Lecturer in Chinese.
Mrs. A. Taylor, formerly of the administrative staff of
the Australian National University, has been appointed
as Assistant in the Student Records Office.
Other News

The College staff was represented at conferences of
University teachers during the August vaca.tion at almost
e\·cry University in Australia. Mr. Q. B. Glbson attended
the Congress of the AustPalasian Association o~ Psychology
and Philosophy in Melbourne. Dr. J. G. FLemmg and Mr.
L. F. E. Goldie attended the Conference of the Australian Universities Law Schools Association at Hobart.
Professor Scales and Dr. E. K. Emmery went to Adelaide
for the Congress of the Australian Universities Modern
Language Association. The Australian Branch of the
British Psychological Society meeting in Brisbane and
attended by Mr. G. N. Seagrim.
. . .
.
Dr. F. M. Todd has accepted mvitatwns to dehver
Commonwealth Literary Fund Lectures at the Universities
of Adelaide and Melbourne. He will give three lectures on
Bernard O'Dowd, Kenneth Slessor and R. D. Fitzgerald.
Professor Hope spent two weeks at the University of
Melbourne at the end of second term, lecturing in the
Department of English on Dostoevsky.
Professor Arndt has been granted six months spec!al
study leave from the beginning of next year to enable hm1
to accept a visiting Professorship at the Uni:r~rsity of South
Carolina. He proposes also to make short VIsits to England
and the eastern states of the United States. He has been
awarded a joint Fulbright-Smith-Mundt grant.

The Council has held preliminary discussions with an
architect of the Department of Works in connection with
a permanent site and buildings for the College. A list has
been drawn up of the buildings that will be required in
the foreseeable future, and the architect's first task is to
prepare a schematic layout of such buildings so that some
estimate can be formed of the minimum site area required.
Sch ool of O riental Lan guages

The Council has created Senior Lectureships in
Japanese and Russian in the School of Oriental Languages.
It is hoped to make appointments in time for the 1954
academic year.
In 1952 the University of Melbourne agreed that if
the College offered a course not offered by the University
there need be no bar to its recognition as part of a Melbourne degree course provided the University was satisfied
as to the syllabus, choice of teachers, etc. The College has
now made its first requests for the recognition of "local"
subjects~first and second year courses in Chinese and
Japanese. The University has agreed to recognise Chinese
but has delayed the recognition of Japanese until the
appointment of a full-time teacher in the subject. It is
hoped to make such an appointment before the end of
this year. It is intended that by 1956 there will also be
third year courses in both Chinese and Japanese.
The Lihrary

The Library's new quarters at Turner have proved
comfortable and attractive. The newly-painted walls, the
pale grey shelving and the new furniture give the place
a freshness and brightness that was lacking in the former
building, and for the first time for some years both
students and staff have room to work in comfort. There are
still some improvements to be made, among which a stand
that will raise the catalogue to a comfortable height for
users is one of the most needed.
A bay of shelving has been placed in the Reference
Room to take the newly-catalogued books which are left
there for a week before be~ng put away on the library
shelves. The high rate of accessions continues, over 900
books having been received since 1st June. Of these Myers
Klassiker Ausgaben of 114 volumes and a 40-volume set
of Balzac are the most important additions .
One of the few library books destroyed in the College
fire was Leland's Contemporary Accounting, a work which
was out of print and consequently difficult to replace. Enquiries were made through the Consul General in
ew
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York, and the firm of Price Waterhouse and Company
presented the College with a copy.
Another interesting gift recently received is an autographed copy of Dr. R. H. Van Gulik's Essays on the
Chinese Lute. The College received the Essays from Dr.
Herbert Schlink to whom they were presented by Dr. Van
Gulik when Dr. Schlink was in Japan in 1950. Dr. Van
Gulik, who is a distinguished Dutch sinologist, was at
that time attached to the Netherlands Embassy in Tokyo,
and asked Dr. Schlink to present the Essays to an appropriate Australian institution.
Economic Society Prhe

The Council has accepted with thanks the offer of the
Canberra Branch of the Economic Society of Australia to
donate an annual prize of the value of £5/ 5/ - to the
student of the College with the best class essay in either
Economics C or Public Finance. The prize will be known
as the Economic Society Prize and will be awarded at the
Annual Commencement.
1954 Tenn Dates

The College's terms for 1954 will be as follows:
First Term: 15th March - 22nd May.
Second Term: 7th Tune- 7th August.
Third Term: 6th September - 16th October.
Fourth Term: 1st November - 18th December.
Commonwealth Literary Fund Lectures

The 1953 Commonwealth Literary Fund Lecturers at
the College are Associate Professor KathLeen Fitzpatrick,
of the History department at the University of Melbourne,
and Dr. F. M. Todd, Lecturer in English at the College.
AsS?,ciate Professor Fitzpatrick lectured on 18th Septem?er
on Martin Boyd and the Complex Fate of the Australian
Novelist." Dr. Todd will lecture on 2nd October on
"Bernard O'Dowd."
E:\.1.cnsion Lectures in Economics

The Department of Economics of the College during
second term made two experiments in extension lectures.
One was a course of nine lectures on "Recent Developments
in Economic Theory" for graduates in economics in the
public service. The other a course of ten lectures on "The
Economic Background to Life in Australia Today." Both
courses took the form of a weekly evening meeting, consisting of an hour's lecture by a member of the Department followed by an hour's question-time and discussion;
both courses were held in the Public Lecture Theatre of
the College's new quarters.
The experiments were highly successful, judging by
the enrolments and attendance and by the spirited participation of students in discussion. Enrolments were, for
the advanced course, 104, and for the popular course, 65.
Since the popular course was especially designed to appeal
to newcomers to Australia, it was gratifying that quite
one-half of the enrolments came from that group.
Comments from members of both classes during and at
the end of the two courses left no doubt that the experiment was much appreciated. It is expected that other
Departments of the College will further develop this type
of work, which can do much to bring the College closer to
the citizens of Canberra.
Course in English Expression

The College Council and the Board of Studies have
for some time been concerned at the poor standard of the
written work submitted by some first year and other
students. It was therefore decided that heads of departments should submit to the English Department the
names of students whose written English was below the
standard required for University work.

During second term a course of four lectures was conducted by Dr. Todd for these students and for other
students who wished to attend. The course covered brieHy
the elementary requirements of effective writing, and was
designed to make students aware of the general importance
of these considerations.
The course proved popular, and consideration is being
given to the possibility of repeating it in future years and
of widening its scope.
College Statistics

The student enrolment at the College for 1953 is
326. The following tables classify this enrolment
into various categories. A notable feature of the tables
is the very high proportion of students not in receipt of any
form of public financial assistance.
1-Courses of Study
EnrolEnrolCourse
ment Course
ment
First degree courses
School of Diplomatic
4
B.A. ( Hons.) ....
Studies .......................... . 14
59
B.A. COrd. ) ..
SingLe subjects
19
LL.B. ........ ..........
Arts
58
B.Com . ............................ 95
Law
29
1
B.Ed. .......................
Commerce
15
Higher degree courses
Music
1
M .A.
17
LL.M . ............... ..
1
326
M.Com . .............. . 5
Diploma course
Public
Administration ......
8 t
2.-Financial Assistance
No.
No. Source
Source
4
Fulbright Scholarship
Public Service Free
2
Colombo Plan ..................
.................... 12
Place
Unassisted ........ ............. 268
Commonwealth
15
Scholarship
326
25
C.R.T.S. .......

Residence
Lodgings ... .
Home ........ .

3.-Student Residence
Female
Male
27
102
37
160

Total
129
197
326

VisitDrs

Dr. Edward E. Dale, former Research Professor of
History at the University of Oklahoma, visited the College
at the end of Second Term and gave lectures to students
in the School of Diplomatic Studies and to the History
Research group. Professor Dale was in Australia under a
Fulbright award as Visiting Lecturer in American History
and Institutions at the University of Melbourne.
Mr. ]. L. O'Brien, Senior Lecturer in Ancient History
at the University of Melbourne, spent a fortnight at the
College at the end of Second Term, lecturing to pass and
honours students in Ancient History and to the History
Research group.
Mr. W. A. G . Scott, Lecturer in English at the University of Melbourne, exchanged with Professor Hope in the
last week of Second Term and lectured on Shakespeare and
on the Nineteenth Century Novel.
Professor C. 0 . Gregory, Dean of the Faculty of Law
of the University of Virginia, visited the College in July
and gave a public lecture on "Collective Bargaining v.
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Arbitration" under the joint auspices of the College and
the Australian Institute of International Affairs.
Mr. W. A. Craig, Registrar of the University of Malaya,
and Mr. B. Mellor, Registrar of the University of Hong
Kong, paid a brief visit to the College just before the
Registrars' Conference.
Student Activities

Students of the College have, on the whole, welcomed
the move to Turn er. It has been found that the new
premises have many advantages over Melbourne Buildings.
The Assocoiation has been able to expand its activities because of the availability of the College Hall for its various
functions.
The main achievement of the S.R.C. during second
term was the formation of a College Dramatic Society. The
Society has already held several play readings and it is
planning something on a larger scale for the end of the year
festivities. An attempt was also made to reform the old
Political Science Club but the response from students was
so small that the matter had to be put aside. It is hoped,
however, to form a Music Club at the beginning of next
year, and, perhaps, a College Dance Band.
Two film evenings and two dances were held by the
S.R.C. during the term, all of which were quite successful.
It has been encouraging to see the high percentage of
students attending these functions. A further dance, for
the benefit of World Student Relief, was held at the end
of the second term vacation. This was the last function
to be held before the annual examinations.

NEWS OF THE UNIVERSITIES
Death of Professor G. L. Wood

The death occurred in June of Cordon Leslie Wood,
Sidney Myer Professor of Commerce of the University of
Melbourne. Professor Wood was a member of the Commerce Faculty from its establishment in 1925 until the
time of his death at the age of 62. He had consequently a
close and continued association with the academic affairs
of the Canberra University College since its foundation.
He was a good friend of the College and helped greatly
to overcome the early difficulties which it faced as a young
and growing institution. The College joins with the University in mourning the loss of a man described as "one of the
University's best known and best loved men."
Appointment of Vice Chancellor of the Australian
National University

The Australian National University has announced the
appointment as its Vice Chancellor of Leslie Galfried. Melville, C.B.E., B.Ec., F.I.A. At the time of his appointment,
l\1r. 1.elville was the Australian Executive Director of the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
and the International Monetary Fund in Washington. He
has also held the positions of Public Actuary of South Australia first Professor of Economics in the University of
Adel~ide, first Economic Adviser to the Commonweanh
Bank of Australia, Assistant Governor of the Bank and a
member of the Advisory Council, and later the Board, of the
Commonwealth Bank.
Conference of the Universities of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland

The report of the 1952 Conference of the Univer.sities
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland has been published
and copies at 2/6d. each (Sterling) may .he o~dered through
the Registrar of the College. The topic? . discussed were:
Halls of Residence, and Student Amenltles; Success and
Failure at the University; and Vacation Employment.
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Re-introduction of Universities Free Passage Scheme

The Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee has received advice from the British Passenger Lines Conference
of the re-introduction of the University Free Passage
Scheme on the same general conditions as applied pre-war.
A total number of 25 free passages will be available each
year between Australia and the United Kingdom by
vessels leaving Australia between 1st July and 31st December and vessels leaving the United Kingdom between
1st March and 30th June.
Further information is available from the Registrar.
Centenary of University of St. Francis Xavier

The University of St. Francis Xavier, Nova Scotia,
celebrated its centenary in September this year. The
r~presentative of the College was the Australian High Commissioner to Canada, His Excellency, Professor Sir Douglas
Copland., who presented an address of congratulation on
behalf of the College.
In conjunction with its centenary celebrations the St.
Francis Xavier University also celebrated the twenty-fifth
anniversary of its adult education activity, known as the
Antigonish Movement. These celebrations were held in
July and the College was represented at them by Mr.
J. D. McCred.ie, a former student of the College's School
of Diplomatic Studies.
University of Southampton: Installation of
First Chancellor

The University of Southampton was constituted by
Royal Charter in April, 1952, and the former "Hartley
University College at Southampton" was merged in it in
1953. In July this year, the. University installed as its first
Chancellor, His Grace, the Duke of Wellington, who was
formerly the President of the Southampton University College. The Canberra University College was represented at
the celebrations by the Principal who presented an address
of congratulation on behalf of the College. At the Senate
Dinner on the eve of the Installation the Principal/
responded on behalf of the overseas universities to the toast
to the universities represented at the celebrations.
Registrars' Conference at St. Lucia, Brisbane

The annual conference of Registrars of the Australian
Universities and University Colleges took place this year
in Brisbane from the 17th to 19th August. The sessions
were held at St. Lucia in the Senate Room of the University.
All the Universities and University Colleges were represented by their Registrars and others taking part in the
Conference included Mr. W. A Craig, Registrar of the
University of Malaya, Mr. B: Mellor, Registrar of the University of Hong Kong, and Mr. R. J. Cordon of the Commonwealth Office of Education.
Four conference sessions were held, and the matters
discussed included the Commonwealth Scholarship Scheme,
Commonwealth Government Assistance to Universities,
Accounts and Statistics. In addition, agreement was reached
on the text of a pamphlet which will explain systems of
superannuation based upon insurance.
The Registrars were entertained by the Vice Chancellor
and Deans of the University at an informal gathering in
the new Darnell Art Gallery at St. Lucia. In addition, they
were conducted through the new St. Lucia buildings and
were shown a full length film, made by the University,
which explained the work of the University and how that
work helped the public and State of Queensland.
The Chairman of the Conference was Mr. C. Page
H anify, Registrar of the University of Queensland. Next
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year the conference will be held in Melbourne in August,
1954, and the Chairman will be Dr. C. Sanders, Registrar
of the University of Western Australia.

FELLOWSHIPS, SCHOLARSHIPS, ETC.
Nuffield Foundation Dominion Travelling Fellowships.
(Two Fellowships in Medicine; Two Fellowships in the
Natural Sciences; One Fellowship in the Humanities; One
Fellowship in the Social Sciences): Open to Australian
nationals, normally between the ages of 25 and 35 years,
who are graduates holding preferably a Master's or Doctor's
degree and who have had a year or more of university
teaching or research experience. Application forms (returnable not later than 1st November, 1953) and further information available from the Secretary, Nuffield Foundation, Australian Advisory Committee, C j o Australian
National University, Canberra.
British Council Scholarships t 954/55

The British Council is offering a number of scholarships tenable from October, 1954, at Universities and other
educational institutions in the United Kingdom. The
scholarships are normally tenable for one academic year
only but may in exceptional circumstances be extended to
two years.
Applicants should be graduates of Australian Universities preferably between the ages of 25 and 35. Terms of
the scholarships include return fares and maintenance
allowance and grants towards books and approved travel
within the United Kingdom. A full scholarship will be

given only where the successful applicant has no other
means (private or scholarship).
It is an important condition of an award that the scholarship holder returns to Australian. Preference is given to
candidates whose researches, character, and personality show
that they are likely to apply for the benefit of Australia the
result of their studies overseas.
Application forms with full details can be obtained from
the Registrar although in matters of doubt enquiries may
be addressed to the British Council Representative, 104
Hunter Street, Sydney.
Applications should be lodged with the Registrar by
Monday, 16th November, 1953.
British Council Commonwealth Universities
Interchange Scheme

Conditions of award of British Council travel grants for
interchange between universities of the British Commonwealth during 1954-55 have been announced and details are
available from the Registrar.

ACADEMIC VACANCIES
Particulars of a number of academic vacancies in Australian and overseas universities may be obtained from the
Registrar or inspected at the Inquiry Office.

EDITORIAL NOTICE
Copies of the Gazette will be sent on request to any
graduate or other interested person who sends his name
and address to the Registrar.
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